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Is Australia a great place to live but a backwater if you're
hoping to rise to the top of your field?

For Australians, scoring a global gig in technology has
historically demanded relocation to the heart of the action – be
it Silicon Valley, Austin in Texas, Europe or elsewhere.

But a handful of local high fliers have managed to buck the
trend and snag roles running global teams from their bases in
Australia – thanks to improved telecommunications, flexible
employers and their reputations for being doers.

Deborah Harrigan is among them. A 15-year Dell lieutenant,
she was appointed to a Sydney-based global role with the
technology group last month.

As executive director for order management and customer
care, she is in charge of 3000 staff across eight locations, including Ireland, India, Panama, China and the US. Her
direct boss works at the group's Texas headquarters.

Harrigan envisages making quarterly visits to most of her outposts and balances the late nights and early mornings
her international workday requires by taking a block of personal time at midday.

Being given the chance to take on the role out of Australia was one advantage of working for an organisation whose
culture, she says, is very much about "having a go".

"Dell will give you opportunities if you demonstrate capabilities and qualities," she says.

Harrigan has demonstrated hers in a handful of senior positions around Asia-Pacific, including a stretch in
Singapore, but since returning to Australia four years ago so her son could start high school, she's made it clear the
lady's not for moving.

"I don't think it would be easy for anyone to secure a global role [in Australia] without some sort of tenure or
longevity," she says.

Spending many years with the one organisation, rather than company hopping your way to the top, makes it easier
to call the shots on where you'll be based, the head of the IT recruiter Ambition Technology, Andy Cross,
says. Global roles based in Australia are rarely advertised and the best way to get one is to serve time and kick some
goals.

"It's about proving yourself and moving into a bigger opportunity," Cross says.

It's a strategy that's worked for long-time software executive Gerry Sillars, who moved from Scotland to Australia
to establish an Asia-Pacific presence for CommVault in 2002.

Sillars helped build the business locally to several hundred staff and put in stints in several regional roles, most
recently as vice-president for Asia-Pacific and Japan.
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A year ago he was given a global role working out of Australia, the first time for an executive not based at the
firm's US headquarters.

As head of global cloud solutions, Sillars heads up a team of 50 whose members work in locations including
Christchurch and San Francisco. Its numbers are expected to double in the next year.

Being allowed to do his job out of Australia is "one of the benefits of being seen as a builder" as well as a sign of
adaptive thinking on the part of other senior executives within the company, he believes.

"There's belief and maturity in the organisation that we don't necessarily think all the good ideas come out of four
walls in the US," Sillars says.

He says being a global company does not mean having offices everywhere around the world. "It means senior
people around the world."

"It's challenging when it's a day's travel to Europe or the US, but if individuals are prepared to make that
commitment and sacrifice ..."

Peter Black, an executive coach to members of the Australian Computer Society, says such plum gigs call for
cultural and political savvy as well as solid technical nous.

Those looking to score one should strive to demonstrate the skills and behaviours needed for such a position while
in their current role and seek out internal sponsors and mentors.

Are more "big jobs" available Down Under than there used to be? Or is Australia still a backwater for ambitious
high-tech execs? Share your experiences in the comments.
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